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Carbon budgets 

associated with 2°C 

global warming threshold 

require profound and 

immediate changes to 

consumption and 

production of energy 
Kevin Anderson, 2015

2016 State of the Climate
Sea level

https://www.climate.gov/news-features/understanding-climate/state-climate-highlights/2016

Extremely hot days

glaciers



Scotland’s Climate Change Plan and Energy 

Strategy – ambitions and compromises?



Local – Energy, Economy, Social Justice 

Local government has significant scope to 

influence emissions reduction in the non-

traded sector, which represents 60% of 

UK emissions. Areas such as buildings, 

transport, waste – where local 

government have direct relationships -

represent over one-third of the abatement 

potential in the non-traded sector 

UK CCC 2012

The work of local authorities 

affects all sectors of Scottish 

society

Draft CC Plan 2017, A 

Collaborative Approach, p.14

LHEES & DH 

Consultation



Scottish Local Authorities: Energy Action in UK 

Context
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Propositions v. Materiality: Local Authorities

• Ambition 

• But no energy mandate or core capacity

• Energy efficiency projects

• Use of consultants

• Uncertainty over future of estate
The concept of a 

city … setting up 

an ESCo was … 

remote from both 

senior director 

and political party 

interests

Council Officer

We brought in [X] consultants… and 

the model that they developed…It was 

complex in the sense that we first had 

to … understand the model and … the 

assumptions in that model about the 

number of buildings being retrofitted, or 

to what standard

Council energy manager



Climate & Energy: the Collective Actor Problem

• Collaboration essential to securing 
common benefits 

• Benefits not restricted to direct 
participants 

• Each direct participant may calculate 
that their costs outweigh their share of 
expected benefits

• Utility-maximising rational actor solution 
is to free ride on parties acting 
responsibly

• If all pursue rational self-interest, 
common benefits are lost



Two Case Studies - District Heating

• Significant carbon saving from 
connecting heat loads to local 
network
• CHP 

• Flexible future heat sources

• Public organisations in principle 
willing to collaborate

• Government intermediaries

• Proposals translate carbon saving 
into commercial proposition



Clean Energy as Commercial Proposition: 

District Heat Networks 

Global Science Park: greenfield

• Planning authority target - GHG 

emissions 50% tighter than 

building standards

• Technical-economic appraisal 

of DH as solution

• Cluster of hospitals, research 

facilities, business & 

community buildings, social 

housing

Sustainable City: regeneration

• Inward investment for 
sustainable infrastructure

• Technical-economic 
appraisal of DHNs as 
integral

• Cluster of higher and further 
education campuses, city 
authority buildings, hospital, 
commercial buildings



Technical-Economic Appraisal

• Projected ‘win win’
• ‘Attractive’ commercial opportunity for investor

• Savings for heat customers 

• Public organisations as ‘right’ kinds of customers
• Large scale heat use anchors network economics

• Parties interrogated the model - factor selection, weighting, values



Private Public Partnerships: Science Park

• Procuring public facilities through private finance

• Hospital as ‘income stream’

• Complex contractual negotiations

[The PFI SPV partners] have told us 

before and told the NHS that they do 

not wish to see any change in their 

risk profile and any change in their 

profit, because that will cause the 

banks major headaches, because 

they obviously… they’re buying into 

an income stream that they will 

project and if there’s any change… 

so for good or bad.

the NHS … took the 

decision that in their 

view… the certainties 

weren’t there, and they 

felt because of that it 

couldn’t be embedded 

within the procurement 

documentation.

Intermediary

Intermediary

• Penalties for variation

• Inflexibility - local discretion constrained



Heat Price: City Centre Regeneration

• Existing energy Procurement Club established a 
best value price standard 

• DH technical-economic model set a common unit 
price
• Some saving for all parties

• BUT differential scale, because existing unit prices varied

• NHS suspicion that their payments would subsidise 
benefits accruing to others 

• Other parties anticipated reputational risk 

• Price per se less important than protection 
conferred by Club membership?

• Carbon saving marginalised as ‘helpful bonus’

[A freedom of 

information request 

could reveal] you 

were paying x before, 

now you’re paying 

x+10, who thought 

that was a good idea? 

Then your name’s all 

over the papers about 

squandering… 

University Estate manager



Whither Collaboration?

• DH modelled as commercial value to unspecified Investor 

• But network economics rely on long term inter-dependencies  

• Public sector commissioning and contracting establishes 
dis-economies of inter-dependence

• ‘Market players’ are necessarily sceptics  

• Anticipation that sellers will make inflated claims

• Local politicians nervous about being ‘ripped off’

• Blame culture & ‘squandering public money’

• Parties identified competitive advantage in self supply of 
electricity from CHP 

• And opportunity to sell excess heat to an ESCo

There’s a 

financial benefit 

to us, even if we 

just dumped all 

of the heat into 

the atmosphere

Carbon and energy 

manager, university B



Single User Solutions 

• Undermined carbon savings from shared infrastructure 

• Problems of future proofing island schemes

There’s no need for us to really interact with 

[university], and even less with [housing 

association]. … somebody has to bind all those 

people together, and you have to bind them 

together… first of all you have to force them to 

work together, and once you give them a common 

purpose, I think it will work, but it won’t work 

naturally

Even down at [science park 

site], you know, you just despair. 

… you can’t even have a 

sensible discussion about 

integration, because it is all your 

different stakeholders, different 

contracts. Unless you’re 

legislated it ain’t going anywhere

University A Estates 

Director

University B Estates 

Manager 

• No economic returns from building a network to 

trade surplus heat 



Segmented Public Sector Finance, PFI, 

Commercialisation

• Irrationalities of rationalisation – rules become ends in 

themselves?

• Dis-embedded parties from local ties & mutual 

accountability 

• Provided legitimate reasons for inertia

• Made climate policy a back of the mind matter

• Carbon saving benefits lost



Can We Fix the Collective Actor?

• Politics 

• ‘Driving economic growth’ & competitive advantage & public 

goods of climate protection

• Dis-economies of public sector commissioning & contracting 

• Lack of internal capacity

• Transaction costs 

• Inflexibility of PFI

• due to the ‘financing structure and its costly and complex 

procurement procedure’ (UK Parliament Treasury Committee 2011)

• Local powers and coordinated action  

• Public duty to collaborate in implementing Climate & Energy 

plans

• Common accounting standards

• Procurement for public goods of climate protection

a very typical 

bureaucratic 

procurement 

approach 

that wasn’t 

looking 

beyond the 

contract to 

the use of the 

contract in 

practice  

Council Energy 

Manager



Collaboration and Leadership - Problem 

Owners in Government

• Prominent cross-Cabinet and cross-

party political leadership

• Accountability for spending vis a vis

Climate Change Plan

• A strategic body responsible for 

problem solving and implementation

we spend all our time focusing on drafting that 

policy and oh it’s great…And out it comes. Foot 

off the pedal. And it happens time and time and 

time and time again, there is no enforcement of it 
Council Energy Manager

accurate, transparent 

and comprehensive 

information about the 

long-term carbon 

effect of government 

spending 

firm new policies, and a more 

balanced set of contributions to 

emissions reduction across sectors 
UK CCC 2017



Collaboration and Leadership: Scottish Public 

Bodies

• Communities of practice - learning
• Energy for users

• Social metrics & local value

• Regulation for energy saving

• Testing local energy options
• Energy Performance Contracting – 7 Cities £72M pa energy bills?

• Commercial concessions, JVs, public & municipal enterprises

• Integrating energy into public bodies’ capital 
programmes
• Finance Directors & CEOs

• Clean energy team

• Regeneration/net zero carbon districts

• Replicability

• Scaling up 
• City regions 

• Scottish LHEES, LCITP, SEEP, Investment Bank



Making Collaboration Work –

Scotland’s Energy Efficiency Programme

• Visibility

• Every locality - LHEES

• Steers priorities in a complex landscape

• Building & network infrastructure 

• Statutory powers 

• Glamour??

• Hearts and minds

• Community Empowerment Act

• Shared purpose

It is essential that near-

term opportunities are 

taken to deploy low-carbon 

heating systems in 

conjunction with energy 

efficiency improvements 



Thank you

Jan.Webb@ed.ac.uk

0131 650 3987

Carbon budgets 

associated with 2°C 

global warming 

threshold require 

profound and 

immediate changes 

to consumption and 

production of energy 

Kevin Anderson, Tyndall 

Centre 2015
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